


These are the goals we thrive to achieve when we 
bestow a recognition award. A heartwarming smile, 
a tear of joy and never ending gratitude are usually 
the results that transpire upon receiving such a prized 
attention.

This is what inspired our team for more than
30 years to design and create custom recognition
awards. Whether you need a custom item designed 
from scratch or wish to choose from our exclusive 
repertoire of signature homemade and custom made 
items, Design Franc Art is the benchmark for quality 
and service.

By using state of the art machinery and technology, 
a vast array of materials, a high end customer service 
and unmatched quality, your recognition item will go 
out with a bang every time. Design Franc Art creates 
and personalizes its products locally, thus creating
social and economical benefits for North Americans 
and reducing greenhouse gas caused by unnecessary 
transportation. 

We hope that this portfolio of custom creations, along-
side with items of our recognition award line, will help 
you bring ideas to life next time you are in need of an 
award to celebrate, recognize , acknowledge, inspire 
and mobilize.

Interrested to learn more about our company and our 
process? Please scan the following code to visualize 
our corporate video!

CELEBRATE

RECOGNIZE

ACKNOWLEDGE

INSPIRE

MOBILIZE
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AWARD
 LINE

Browse through our selection of 
standard items and exclusive 
recognition award lines. You can 
see our complete collection by
visiting our website
www.designfrancart.com/catalogue

STANDARD

AWL115 AWL139 AWL11704



ACRYLIC

AWL104AWL102 AWL103

AWL106 AWL107

AWL101

AWL105 AWL108 05



ACRYLIC

AWL111

AWL115

AWL112

AWL116

AWL114AWL113

AWL118AWL11706



AWL120

AWL125

AWL123AWL122

AWL131AWL129

AWL121

AWL128 07



ACRYLIC

AWL132

AWL140

AWL134

AWL142 AWL144AWL143

AWL139AWL135
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AWL152

AWL145 AWL148

AWL149 AWL151 09

AWL146 AWL147

AW2001



ACRYLIC

AW2402AW2809

AW2804AW2802

AW2405 AW240610

AW2008AW2002



We are known for our acrylic
embedment but we also offer a 
variety of other materials such as 
glass, granite and aluminum. You 
can see our complete collection by 
visiting our website
www.designfrancart.com/catalogue

AW#2706 AW#2908

AWARD
 LINE
AWARD
MIXED MATERIALS
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SIGNATURE AWARD LINE

AW1101AW1009

AW1301

AW1003

AW1302

AW1002

AW1401AW130312



AW1802 AW2304

AW1801AW1705

AW2308AW2306

AW1704AW1701
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AW2603

AW2609

AW2611 AW2908

AW2702

AW2901

AW2703 AW2706

SIGNATURE AWARD LINE
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AWARD
PORTFOLIO
If you prefer the personality and 
versatility of a custom item, feel free 
to use our portfolio of custom made 
products to spark your inspiration for 
future creations. Or don’t. Sit back, 
relax and let our team design from 
scratch what you want, the way you 
want it. You can see our complete
collection by visiting our website
www.designfrancart.com/catalogue

CUSTOM

AWC023 AWC002
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CREATIVE RECOGNITION AWARDS

AWC005 AWC006 AWC008AWC007

AWC002AWC001 AWC004AWC003
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AWC009 AWC010

AWC020

AWC011 AWC014

AWC016 AWC018AWC015 17



CREATIVE RECOGNITION AWARDS

AWC021 AWC034

AWC037

AWC033

AWC04018 AWC038AWC036

AWC032



AWC065 AWC066AWC064

AWC062AWC061

AWC063

AWC048

19

AWC041



SERVICE AWARDS

AW2201

AWC013 AWC019 AWC023 AWC067

AW2202 AW2203
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AWC068

AWC071

AWC069

AWC072

AWC070

AWC073 21



SUBSURFACE ENGRAVING

AWC07922

AWC024 AWC052AWC025 AWC047

AWC080 AWC081AWC078





SPORTS

24 AWC074 AWC075 AWC076 AWC077

AW3000 AW3001 AW3002 AW3003



WALL PLAQUES

AWC012 AWC035

AWC082 AWC083 AWC084

AWC017 AWC022

AWC039 25



26

GREAT !
You are only a phone call 
away from creating something 
no one has ever seen before: 
an award uniquely and
specifically designed for you 
and your brand. We acquire 
new tools and up-to-date
machinery to develop new 
technical processes resulting in 
a greater flexibility to cater to 
your creative needs.
Our latest addition :

DIDN’T FIND WHAT YOU 
WERE LOOKING FOR ?

3D
printing



With each award being unique, it is important to properly assess the complexity of each design.
When it comes to 3D printing, two options are offered: either resin-based or full color.

Create 3D replicas of
simple objects

Possibility to add colored texture 
on the 3D printing

Finish is porus and striated

Massive objects are solid though 
thin sections will be fragile

Create 3D replicas of ALMOST 
anything in 3D

Can capture smaller details with
added precision

Can create thinner objects
without sacrifing solidity

Can apply transfer prints/decals, 
sticker or be painted

WHAT IS IT MADE OF ?

FULL COLOR RESIN
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AWC089

AWC085 AWC086 AWC087 AWC088

AWC090 AWC091

3D PRINTED FULL COLOR
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AWC096

AWC092 AWC093 AWC094 AWC095

AWC097 AWC098

3D PRINTED RESIN
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